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ABSTRACT

The focus of this research project is to consolidate some activities associated with components of the
environment called Structure of Knowledge Acquisition, Use, Learning, and Collaboration (SKAU),
proposed in a doctoral thesis [1, 2]. The main objective is to populate a Knowledge Base (KB) with
knowledge from the repository of documents called Request For Comments (RFCs) from the RFC
Editor. Additionally, the project intends to carry out the construction of domain ontologies with
knowledge taken from related environments, such as, for example, the ecosystem of the Internet
Infrastructure and nearby knowledge domains. Three tools are used to represent the knowledge to be
captured: Protégé 5, OnTop, and the dictionary data structure, from programming languages. The
knowledge base hosting the captured knowledge will be used by autonomous agents present and
organized in a structure called Autonomous Architecture over Restricted Domains (A2RD), which
collaborate with each other and with humans through a structure of inversely linked lists called
IIBlockchain. The issues that will be resolved through primary studies and experiments refer to the
capture and representation of knowledge from other unstructured bases and the representation of
knowledge provided by Description Languages and improved by the alignment process of the various
results obtained.

Keywords ontology · Internet infrastructure · knowledge base · ietf · irtf

1 Problem Statement

The Internet is a network of computer networks. Such computer networks are called Autonomous Systems (ASes)
and have a unique identification, as can be seen in Figure 1. The ASes are interconnected through a complex
telecommunications infrastructure, spread all over the earth and beyond. The operation of the ASes that use this
telecommunications infrastructure is done by programs, that is, algorithms generally called protocols.

This project is oriented to study and research techniques and resources to adapt an environment to support intelligent
agents with actions on domains of Autonomous Systems (ASes) or Routing Domains [3].

The agents, which are also algorithms, are organized in a layered model called Autonomous Architecture over Restricted
Domains (A2RD), depend on a knowledge base (KB) and a collaboration environment (IIBlockchain), components
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Figure 1: The autonomous networks that make up the Internet.

that belong to an ecosystem called Structure of Knowledge Acquisition, Use, Learning, and Collaboration (SKAU) [1],
whose scenario can be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2: The SKAU environment, support for agents of the A2RD model, where
the Knowledge Base is the main concern of this research. Adapted from [1].

The main focus of this research is the experience in filling the Knowledge Base (KB) with knowledge obtained: (i) from
unstructured databases; (ii) from the manual and/or automatic construction of domain ontologies. The research is based
on the application of Artificial Intelligence techniques and resources on the Internet Infrastructure, particularly those
present in the area of Machine Learning (ML), with greater intensity, in the use of the facilities available in Natural
Language Processing (NLP), whose relationship is visible in Figure 3 [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9].

The filling of the KB involves research questions related to the representation of knowledge captured from external
(structured and unstructured) sources and with the techniques for storing this captured knowledge.

In addition, the agents of the A2RD model must improve their autonomy through cooperation among themselves and
between human beings. The collaboration mechanism used by the agents is built on a database of inverted linked lists,
called IIBlockchain [10]. The tooling for using the IIBlockchain is ready and will be intensively used, when appropriate,
throughout the duration of the present research. The IIBlockchain was developed in Python, which will also be the
main development language of the project.
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Figure 3: The relationship between AI, ML and NLP. Adapted from [9].

Besides this Introduction, named as Problem Statement (Section 1), this text exposes the Methodology that involves
the project, in Section 3, with details of the techniques, resources, and facilities used. Section 4 indicates the results
expected by the present research project, in the scheduled period, while Section 5 displays the challenges to be faced
in view of the current stage of technology and the techniques involved. Section 6 clarifies how the results, the new
proposals, and the lessons learned associated with the efforts undertaken in the project will be disseminated and
evaluated.

2 The research environment

The main results expected for this research project will come from two activities of knowledge capture, each with
multiple processes and linked to domains of the Internet Infrastructure. Such knowledge capture will occur from:
unstructured bases and, the construction of domain ontologies. By ontology we mean a formal, explicit and shared
representation of conceptual knowledge [11].

All data, algorithms, programs, and data are public domain and will be available in the project repository [12]. Following,
the detailing of how the project will consider the activities in each of the alternatives of capture and representation of
knowledge as well as the techniques and resources to be used [13].

2.1 Capture and representation of knowledge from unstructured databases

There are many unstructured bases of knowledge that are of interest to the project, and among them are those produced
by the activities of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), the Internet Research Task Force (IRTF), and associated
organizations that orbit around it forming their own governance ecosystem, partially designed in Figure 4 [3].

Figure 2 displays, outside the SKAU environment, a set of unstructured and dynamic multimodal data, produced by
the IETF, IRTF, and numerous other governmental, non-governmental, and private institutions, which are part of the
ecosystem characterized above: RFC Editor, Messages generated by the Working Groups (WGs) of the IETF and IRTF,
their preliminary texts (drafts), Wikipedia texts, product manuals and facilities, etc. In this project, during the first year,
only the RFC Editor repository3 will be used to form the knowledge base, with the capture of knowledge from the
available documents [14]. Figure 5 illustrates the components involved in this process.

The documents, stored in the RFC Editor’s repository, not named Request for Comments (RFCs) and their content
represent the standards of protocols and the technical behaviors proposed to the administrators of Autonomous Systems
(ASes), which allows the Internet to function better and better [3]. The processes that handle the RFCs can be simplified
as represented in Figure 6.

Although the component Inference Mechanism remains in the figure, it will only be addressed during research
associated with ontologies. It is a mechanism that, from the Explicit Knowledge defined by the rules of the ontology,
can obtain the so-called Implicit Knowledge.

The use of a “nearly” structured repository like the RFCs (the natural language of the documents is structured and some
groups of RFCs follow a pattern) makes the use of NLP easier to program and more efficient, as one can use a technique

3https://www.rfc-editor.org/about/
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Figure 4: Internet Infrastructure Ecosystem with institutions around the IETF producing documents
used by SKAU to partially populate the KB. Source: [1].

Figure 5: Interaction with the RFC Editor repository for knowledge capture and storage in the
KB is the main focus of the present research. Adapted from [1].

of creating a corpus in stages called a pipeline, permanently (stored in digital media) or not, illustrated by Figure 7
showing the activities from the capture of the RFCs, to the update of the KB.

A simple example that would justify the creation of a corpus is the capture of acronyms and their meaning. In the RFCs,
an acronym and its meaning have the following standard format:

Meaning of Acronym (ACRONYM)

It is intuitive that the acronym and its meaning belong, completely, to a sentence. So, the creation of a corpus in which
an RFC is represented by its distinguishable sentences, will make the processing of the search for acronym and its
meaning quite efficient. A heuristic algorithm (using stacks) in which one looks for a “(” and a “)” within the sentence
ensures that the acronym is what is between the parentheses. However, some acronyms are well formed, for example:
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Figure 6: Core of RFCs processing. Adapted from [1].

Figure 7: RFCs Corpora Treatment Pipeline

Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF )
Internet Research Task Force (IRTF )
American Telephone and Telegraph (AT&T )

others are not so immediate:

American National Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII)
IPv6 over Low − Power Wireless Personal Area Networks (6LoWPAN)

Figure 8 is the final representation of how RFCs will be treated when using the resources added to NLP.

2.2 Capture and representation of knowledge in domain ontologies

2.2.1 Preliminary

Ontology was defined in 1993 by Gruber and in 1997 was more appropriately improved by Borst [15] apud [16, 17]. In
1998, Studer and others adjusted the two definitions in the following proposal: "An ontology is a formal and explicit
specification of a shared conceptualization" [18] [15]. Several authors refined the definitions over time to indicate, more
clearly, that: an ontology is a formally defined vocabulary for a particular domain, used to capture knowledge
about this (restricted) domain of interest. Therefore, an ontology describes the concepts of the domain and also
the relationships that exist between these concepts [19]. The inclusion of a domain in the definition facilitated the
understanding of the meaning of the ontology. In this way and finally, ontologies describe concepts and relationships in
a specific domain, for Knowledge Representation (KR) and Knowledge Exchange (KE) [20].

On the other hand, knowledge base (KB) is a set of organized information about a certain subject. It can include facts,
rules, procedures, and other types of knowledge. A knowledge base can be used to support a variety of applications,
such as recommendation systems, question and answer systems, and artificial intelligence systems.

5
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Figure 8: Components of the SKAU directly involved in the current project (replacing Figure
5), interaction with the RFC Editor repository for knowledge capture and storage in the KB,
displaying the treatment of RFCs with the pipeline (Figure 7).

The main difference between ontology and knowledge base is that ontology is a formal model of a domain of knowledge,
while the knowledge base is a set of organized information about a certain subject. The ontology is more abstract and
generalist, while the knowledge base is more concrete and specific.

Another important difference is that the ontology describes the concepts and the relationships between these concepts,
while the knowledge base can include facts, rules, procedures, and other types of knowledge. The ontology is, therefore,
more relevant for the representation of structured knowledge, while the knowledge base is more relevant for the
representation of unstructured knowledge.

The ontology and the knowledge base can be used together to represent the knowledge of a certain domain. The
ontology provides the structure for the knowledge base, while the knowledge base provides the concrete data that are
used to fill the structure.

Here are some examples of how ontology and knowledge base can be used together:

• A product recommendation system can use an ontology to represent the different types of products available,
such as clothes, electronics, and food. The system’s knowledge base can include information about the
products, such as prices, reviews, and availability.

• A question and answer system can use an ontology to represent the different topics it can answer. The system’s
knowledge base can include information about these topics, such as definitions, examples, and facts.

• An artificial intelligence system can use an ontology to represent knowledge about the real world. The system’s
knowledge base can include information about the real world, such as the location of objects, the relationships
between objects, and the events that occur in the world.

2.2.2 Knowledge Representation Languages

One of the most important concerns in building an ontology is how knowledge will be represented. In other words, this
concern has to do with the formalism (or language) used to represent knowledge. Preferably this formalism should
express the knowledge of a domain as completely as possible, without the possibility of inconsistencies occurring,
especially when making inferences about the KB, of which the ontology will be part.

In some cases, whenever it is necessary to express knowledge using graphic tools or other less extensive representations,
but with the aim of clarifying formal knowledge, the project will use the concepts around Description Logics (DLs),
which represent a family of knowledge representation languages, which can be used to represent (or describe) the
knowledge inserted in an application domain, in a structured and well-characterized form [21] [22].

Over the years, many languages have been proposed and researched, mainly under semantic precision of their reasoning
procedures [23]. Initially, KL-ONE [24] emerged, which led to the emergence of K-REP [25], BACK [26], and LOOM
[27], among others. All led to SROIQ [28], the DL that gave rise to the Web Ontology Language (OWL) 1 and,
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finally, to OWL 2 [29]. Figure 9 shows the DLs derived from KL-ONE. The graph is the result of an ontology, still in
development, of the DLs created to improve the representation of knowledge, in ontologies.

Figure 9: Partial illustration of Knowledge Representation Languages where most of them are
derived from KL-ONE (represented separately) established in 1978. Graph obtained through
the OntoGraf plugin, from Protégé.

7
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2.2.3 The Language of the Project

OWL 2 [30, 31, 29], is part of the DLs family. It is the preferred language in the construction of ontologies, in the
present project, as well as others, as long as they adhere to it, such as the Resource Description Framework4 (RDF) and
the RDF Schema5 (RDFs).

3 Methodology

The project will be developed in two stages: (a) Manual and semi-automatic construction, when necessary, of a partial
ontology in the domain of Internet Infrastructure and (b) Construction of an ontology, on the same domain, based on
deep learning techniques.

The manual and/or semi-automatic ontology will be built through Protégé6 in its version 5. Various techniques and
algorithms can be used to make this partial ontology a model that displays an adequate experience for the second stage.
Parallel to the works of the first stage, a systematic literature review will be developed in search of the most recent main
recommendations on the techniques and algorithms (some described below) of deep learning available to be used in the
second stage.

The ontology based on deep learning will be built using a combination of Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques
and machine learning. Initially, raw data will be collected from various reliable sources related to Internet Infrastructure
and many of them identified by the manual and semi-automatic exercise of the first part. This data will then be
pre-processed to remove noise and make them suitable for analysis.

Next, a deep learning model will be trained on this pre-processed data. The model will be configured to identify and
learn the most important concepts and relationships in the domain of Internet Infrastructure. The result will be a rich
and detailed ontology that captures knowledge in this domain in a structured and accessible way.

Finally, the two ontologies - the manual and the one based on deep learning - will be integrated to form a complete
ontology. This combined ontology will then be validated by domain experts to ensure its accuracy and usefulness.

3.1 Some Deep Learning Techniques and Algorithms

The choice of deep learning technique will depend heavily on the systematic literature review and the data collected and
to be processed. It is possible that several techniques will be experimented with, among which those that offer the best
prospects for aligning with the project’s objectives will be chosen.

There are several deep learning techniques that can be used for the construction of the ontology, depending on the
specific data and the needs of the project. Here are some possibilities:

1. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs): They are especially effective in processing visual data and can
be used if the data includes images or diagrams related to Internet Infrastructure. It is known that these are
the cases of the Request for Comments (RFCs), available in the RFC Editor’s repository7. Examples of these
algorithms are: LeNet8, AlexNet9, VGG10 (Visual Geometry Group), GoogLeNet11, and ResNet12.

2. Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs): They are useful for dealing with sequential or temporal data. If the
data to be collected have a temporal component (for example, time series of network traffic), RNNs can be a

4https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-concepts/
5https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/
6https://protege.stanford.edu/
7https://rfc-editor.org.br
8Generally referring to LeNet-5, it is a simple CNN that stands out in the processing of large-scale images and was one of the

first convolutional neural networks to boost the development of deep learning (1998).
9It is a CNN architecture, which was designed by Alex Krizhevsky in collaboration with Ilya Sutskever and Geoffrey Hinton. It

stood out in the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge on September 30, 2012.
10It is a standard CNN architecture, with several layers, being known for its versions VGG-16 and VGG-19, which consist of 16

and 19 convolutional layers, respectively.
11Also known as Inception V1, it is a CNN architecture proposed by Google in 2014, which uses Inception modules to choose

between various sizes of convolutional filters in each block, allowing the creation of deeper architectures
12It is a deep learning model that uses identity connections (or “residual connections”) to allow the effective training of deep

networks with tens or hundreds of layers, improving accuracy by increasing depth.
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good choice. Among others: LSTM13 (Long Short-Term Memory) and GRU14 (Gated Recurrent Unit) are
examples of RNNs.

3. Transformers: These are deep learning models that use attention mechanisms to improve effectiveness in
processing sequential data. They have been widely used in Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks. BERT15

(Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers), GPT16 (Generative Pretrained Transformer), and
T517 (Text-to-Text Transfer Transformer) are examples of Transformers.

4. Autoencoders: These are neural networks used to learn encoded (or compact) representations of input data.
They can be useful for learning the latent structure of the data to be collected. VAE18 (Variational Autoencoder)
and Denoising Autoencoder19 are examples of Autoencoders.

5. Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs): These are pairs of neural networks that work together to
continuously improve the quality of eventual predictions. Although they are best known for their ability to
generate realistic images, they can also be used in other types of data. Examples of GANs: DCGAN20 (Deep
Convolutional GAN), CycleGAN21 and StyleGAN22.

4 Expected Results of the Project

A Populate the knowledge base (KB) of SKAU with knowledge captured from the RFCs;
B Populate the KB of SKAU with knowledge obtained through the construction of ontologies of domains that

interest the Agents of the A2RD model;
C Increase the KB with domain ontologies built by third parties and qualitatively aligned with those already

existing;
D Propose development standards for RFCs that facilitate the use of ML techniques and algorithms. For example,

propose standards for creating acronyms avoiding ambiguities that may create problems for ML techniques
and algorithms;

E Document and disseminate the treatment of repositories associated with the knowledge of a restricted domain;
F Develop a process of knowledge collection to be done by the agents of the A2RD model. For example, the

RFC repository could be worked on by the agents without human intervention. Initially, the agents would build
ontologies with knowledge mined from the RFCs. A good example is acronyms. From the general form of an
acronym in the RFCs, which would be discovered by the agents themselves, an ontology of acronyms would
be built and automatically populated in the KB. The expected result in this direction of automation will be
intermediate, that is, it is expected that the experience will identify the ways to make the agents autonomous in
the construction of ontologies.

G Establish a quantitative efficiency analysis of the ontologies created using DLs, via Protégé for example, the
results by using OnTop and the knowledge stored using Dictionaries. Additionally, qualitative analyses of the
use of these resources from the human point of view, as a user, will be included. (The data structure of the
dictionary and the use of databases stored in JSON will be intensively used, to make the main results of
the research available, for third-party use.)

13It is a recurrent neural network (RNN) that can process data sequentially and maintain its hidden state over time, being designed
to deal with the problem of the disappearance of the gradient present in traditional RNNs.

14It is a variant of the recurrent neural network (RNN) that uses update and reset gates to solve the problem of the disappearance
of the gradient, making it more effective in processing long sequences.

15It is a deep learning model that improves the efficiency of natural language processing (NLP), being famous for its ability to
consider context when analyzing the relationships between words in a sentence in a bidirectional way.

16It is a deep learning model that uses transformers to generate complex mathematical representations of text or other types of
media, allowing a computer to perform some tasks in a way similar to the human brain.

17It is a deep learning model that transforms all language tasks into a text-to-text task, allowing the model to learn more effectively
from unlabeled data.

18It is a neural network architecture that compresses the input into a latent space representation and then reconstructs the output
from this representation, being effective for learning latent representations.

19It is a type of artificial neural network that learns to encode data efficiently in an unsupervised manner, with the main goal of
learning a representation (encoding) for a set of data, introducing a reconstruction constraint, and has the ability to reconstruct the
input from a corrupted version, effectively learning to remove noise from the data.

20It is a generative adversarial network architecture that uses strided convolutions and fractional convolutions to replace pooling
layers, as well as using batch normalization (batchnorm) in both the generator and the discriminator.

21It is a technique that allows translation between two different domains without the need for paired data, using cycle consistency
and adversarial training to learn mappings between two domains using unpaired data.

22It is a generative adversarial network (GAN) that uses an alternative architecture to generate high-quality synthetic images,
offering control over the style of the generated image at different levels of detail.

9
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H With attention focused on NLP techniques and the linguistic specificities characterized by the corpus repository
managed by the RFC Editor, it can be established that facilities could be implemented or indicated to optimize
the work of producing drafts and/or RFCs, avoiding the not very friendly tools available today [3]. Also, a
search mechanism in RFCs could be implemented, very efficiently, by recommending the next words in a
given sequence or even a sentence or text, in addition to facilitating the study of RFCs oriented to a specific
subject [32] [33] [34].

I Results of exercises on language models (including variations of N-grams23 confronted with evaluation
measures of perplexity24), in the RFC Editor repository could bring other results not yet thought at this
moment.

J It is expected to have a comprehensive and significant attention in this research in scenarios that require
exploiting knowledge graphs [35]. We hope the project will contribute future research in this directions.

4.1 Dissemination and Evaluation

In addition to works that will be submitted to events associated with the theme, two seminars will be held promoted
by the institutions involved in the project. The first seminar will have as its main theme the construction of manual
or semi-automated ontologies. The second seminar will have as its central theme the use of deep learning in the
contraction of ontologies in the domain of Internet Infrastructure.

4.2 Schedule

Stage 1 corresponds to two activities (A1.1 and A1.2) that will be executed in parallel and are, respectively: (A1.1)
manual and/or semi-automatic construction of an ontology for Internet Infrastructure and (A1.2) systematic literature
review on the application of deep learning in ontology. Stage 2 only one activity (A2.1), corresponding to the application
of deep learning in the construction of an ontology.

Still in Stage 1, two articles are scheduled to be delivered. The first (E1.1) refers to the experience of manual and/or
semi-automatic construction of the proposed ontology and the second (E1.2) refers to the result of activity A1.2, that is,
the result of the systematic literature review.

Activity A2.1 will have as deliverables, two articles to be made available to publications (E2.1 and E2.2).

In each semester of the project, a technical report is planned on the results of the semester and the lessons learned up to
the time of its publication (R1, R2, R3, and R4).

At the end of each year, seminars (S1 and S2) will be promoted for dissemination and evaluation of the state of the art
of the two stages of the project.

Complementary to the project, a record of all its activities will be documented in the project repository, hosted on
OSF (Open System Framework), through documents, especially the SKAU-CODEX as recorded in Figure 14 and other
descriptions made in Section 6 [36].

In Table 1, the visual schedule of activities.

5 Scientific and Technological Challenges and the Techniques and Methods that Can Be
Used in the Project

Two technological challenges must be considered: (a) knowledge representation and (b) knowledge discovery.

Both are complex challenges, but the first one is less than the second. This conclusion is drawn from the literature and
the researcher’s experience in dealing with these two issues. Programming languages, by providing a vast diversity of
data structures, such as the dictionary, for example, help to construct the proposals for knowledge representation that
science recommends.

However, the scientific recommendations for computationally treating knowledge representation, as well as knowledge
discovery, are characterized by paradigms and derived proposals that make the choice difficult.

The solutions to face these two challenges are intense dedication to primary studies and experience (implementation of
choices), about which we speak in the two subsections that follow.

23Popular name given to Markov Chain
24It is a measure that is used to evaluate prediction models. The lower the perplexity, the better the model

10
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Table 1: Execution schedule of activities per semester.
Activities 1o Sem. 2o Sem. 3o Sem. 4o Sem.
A1.1 (Manual Ontology)
A1.2 (Systematic Review)
A2.1 (Deep Learning)
E1.1 (Article: Manual Ontology)
E1.2 (Article: Systematic Review)
E2.1 (Article: Deep Learning)
E2.2 (Article: Deep Learning)
R1 (Technical Report)
R2 (Technical Report)
R3 (Technical Report)
R4 (Technical Report)
S1 (1st Dissemination and Evaluation Seminar)
S2 (2nd Dissemination and Evaluation Seminar)

5.1 Knowledge Representation

The challenge of representing knowledge has a complement that precedes it, known as capture of this knowledge. In
the research being proposed, the domain of knowledge is narrow, when one thinks about the context of the RFC Editor
repository. This fact facilitates the activity involved in this issue and one can start from the following primary studies to
search for and experiment with an acceptable technical alternative: [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [13] [42] [43] [44]

5.2 Knowledge Discovery

This second challenge is called knowledge discovery from the RFCs repository (in English, knowledge discovery
from RFCs or KDR).

The primary studies related to this challenge are many and the paradigms are quite diversified. Despite the domain of
knowledge contained in the RFCs being quite narrow, the effort for a choice or choices that disappear with the challenge
depends on an extensive availability of academic articles. Since the end of 2019, a series of information has been
annotated in the SKAU_UFABC Codex from a non-systematic literature research, which listed about 62 (sixty-two)
primary studies from which alternatives could be evaluated, Table 2.

Table 2: Levantamento Preliminar de Estudos Primários em Sumarização e Extração
de Dados

# Estudos Levantados 2019 2021
1. [45] 3675 4095
2. [46] 26430 30470
3. [47] 1865 2038
4. [48] 420 456
5. [49] 5632 6237
6. [50] 379 404
7. [51] - 77
8. [52] 2732 3099
9. [53] 463 509

10. [54] 1369 1479
11. [55] - 1813
12. [56] 21 237
13. [57] 112 112
14. [58] 29 33
15. [59] 417 490

continua na próxima página

11
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Table 2 – continuação da página anterior
# Estudos Levantados 2019 2021

16. [60] 1813 601
17. [61] 35 36
18. [62] 3977 6093
19. [63] 1571 1818
20. [64] 4 45
21. [65] - 166
22. [66] RT - -
23. [67] 395 444
24. [68] 456 545
25. [69] 234 277
26. [70] - 629
27. [71] 3 4
28. [72] - 570
29. [73] 40 51
30. [74] - 239
31. [75] - 501
32. [76] 76 87
33. [77] 14 16
34. [78] 2 3
35. [79] - 12
36. [80] - -
37. [81] - -
38. [82] - -
39. [83] - -
40. [84] 10 22
41. [85] 85 119
42. [86] 15 25
43. [87] 40 193
44. [88] 5 23
45. [89] 1 -
46. [90] 4 6
47. [91] - 393
48. [92] - 9
49. [93] - 20
50. [94] - 31
51. [95] - 17
52. [96] - 17
53. [97] - 134
54. [98] - 50
55. [99] - 17
56. [100] - 24
57. [101] 1 -
58. [102] 2167 3377
59. [103] - 1
60. [104] - 1
61. [105] - -
62. [106] 1 5

Details of each article are summarized in the aforementioned Codex. These annotations will be available in the project
repository.

The two columns in Table 2 represent the citations received by each article at the end of 2019, when the survey was
conducted, and at the time of 2021, when the project was presented. From the citations of the primary studies, it is
possible to reach more recent studies. This search must be extensive and criteria will be adopted (and recorded), so that
there is enough time for the necessary conclusions.

12
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For the challenges described earlier, it should be kept in mind that most of the experiments will be focused on
ML algorithms [7] [8] [107]. If, due to the short amount of time, it is not possible to implement all the desired
experimentation, detailed documentation about it will be exposed in the SKAU_UFABC Codex to, eventually, be
implemented in future opportunities.

5.3 Ontology Alignment

The research activities that involve ontologies are mainly associated with the problem of ontology alignment. It refers to
the transformation of two or more ontologies into a single ontology, where the similarities are properly adjusted [108].
An intuitive view can be seen in Figure 10.

Figure 10: The input, exit, and the six main steps involved in the alignment process. Adapted
from [109]

Experiments with ontology alignment will expand the perspective of populating the knowledge base, thus strengthening
the expectation of knowledge available to the agents of the A2RD model. This is shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11: How domain ontologies are inserted into the knowledge base through alignment processes

5.4 OBDA

Ontop is a system that implements OBDA, with an architecture similar to that shown in Figure 12 to build virtual
knowledge graphs [110, 111, 112],

Instead of structuring the integration layer as a collection of relational tables, ONTOP is structured as a Virtual
Knowledge Graph (VKG) [113]. According to the same author, the VKG approach combines three ideas, brought
below via a free translation:

VKG.1 Data virtualization (DV) [114] [115] [116], all cited by [113] obtained by avoiding exposing end users to real
data sources, and instead presenting them with a conceptual representation of the domain of interest, typically
called a global schema.
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Figure 12: What is OBDA

VKG.2 The data is structured in the form of a graph (G), where domain objects and data values are represented as
nodes. The properties of the objects are encoded as edges [117].

VKG.3 The graph that represents the data is enriched by domain knowledge (KD), capturing, for example, hierarchies
of concepts and properties, domain and range of properties, and mandatory properties [118] [119]. Such
knowledge allows to infer about the data and knowledge, and thus derive new implicit knowledge from the
explicitly stated.

ONTOP makes extensive use of SPARQL [120] and has an integration with Protégé.

5.5 Apache Jena

The implementation of Apache Jena25 will allow for further experimentation with SPARQL26 and ARQ27, participating
in graph representation, of RDF28. Apache Jena uses SQL, allows integration with HTTP (Fuseki) and supports the use
of OWL to build ontologies.

The development base of Jena is Java. Jena will be one of the last tools to be analyzed, only if none of the others satisfy
the research.

25https://jena.apache.org
26https://jena.apache.org/tutorials/sparql_pt.html
27https://jena.apache.org/documentation/query/manipulating_sparql_using_arq_pt.html
28https://jena.apache.org/tutorials/rdf_api_pt.html
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5.6 Ontology in Python

As Python is the programming language chosen for the project, the available libraries will be explored whenever
necessary and possible. Python, as a dynamic language, has offered resources and facilities to handle ontologies. The
RDFLib offers several methods to extract information from RDF graphs [121]. More recently, the Owlready library is
proving to be suitable for handling ontologies with great ease via Python, including databases, similar to Ontop [122]
[123].

Other facilities of the Python language in ontologies will be discovered and documented in the project repository.

5.7 Computational Linguistics

Computational Linguistics is a multidisciplinary field that uses techniques of Natural Language Processing (NLP)
involving Artificial Intelligence, mainly its sub-area Machine Learning (ML), applied to the area of Linguistics [124].

The corpora maintained by the RFC Editor are part of a very appropriate and restricted domain, for experiments
produced by language models, among other techniques and recommendations based on computational linguistics [125],
general linguistics [126] and in particular, computational cognitive science [127].

There are many NLP techniques that will be explored and documented in detail in this research project. There are plenty
of references available and related to NLP using Python, mainly addressing the linguistic structure of English [128]
[129] [130].

5.8 Natural Language Processing

Processing the corpora managed by the RFC Editor (with more than 9,000 documents) may require a very large
computational effort and a very high memory capacity. For example, in Markov models (n-grams) the size grows
exponentially. Assuming a vocabulary V : a bigram model the size will be V 2; a trigram model, V 3; a quadrigram
model, V 4; and so on [131].

Such challenges could be faced with changes in the memory demands of the algorithms increasing the processing cost,
which would require computational power. Alternatives for the use of powerful computational resources available in
Brazil, such as the Petaflop Computing System of SINAPAD29.

At the appropriate time, the alternatives will be evaluated, pointing out the suitable and available solution.

5.9 Normalization and Alignment of Ontologies produced by various tools

This is a challenge that arises when using tools to produce ontologies. The results can be different, even in the same
domain. A process of normalization and alignment adapts the results before they go on to populate the KB container. It
is assumed that, eventually, it may be possible to use other tools, still unknown. Figure 13 illustrates this process.

6 Record of Lessons Learned During the Development of the Project

The lessons learned during the research and development period will be recorded in a set of documents that will be
part of the so-called SKAU_CODEX, where an extract can be seen in Figure 14. In due course, this material will
be compiled into dissemination texts such as tutorials to be used by students and researchers in the respective areas.
These documents may be published on the Internet Infrastructure blog30, in the form of preprints, on the Wiki of the
SKAU-UFABC project repository [36], in the project repository (SKAU Project Repository). The project members will
always be available to provide lectures, interviews, or other forms of dissemination explicitly related to the project.

Finally, information about the progress of the project and its main results will be systematically available on Twitter,
LinkedIn, and Instagram. Occasionally, other digital media channels may be used.
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